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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine inspection was conducted by the resident inspectors
onsite in the areas of monthly surveillance observations, monthly
maintenance observations, operational safety verification, and
action on previous inspection findings. Selected tours were
conducted on backshift or weekends. Backshift or weekend tocrs
were conducted on six occasions.

Results:
!

No violations or deviations were identified.
:

During an ESF slave relay test it was noted that the plant
-labeling differed from the procedural designation and that,

( -inconsistent format for listing of components contributed to a

! procedural error during the-test (paragraph 3). Indepth QC
involvement was observed for a circuit breaker repair. activity
(paragraph 4). Corrective action for a safety parameter display
system (SPDS) critical safety function, that remained in alarm,
appeared to lack timely implementation (paragraph 5).,
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

F. Bacon, Acting Manager, Chemistry and Health Physics
K. Beale, Supervisor, Emergency Services

*C, Bowman, Manager Maintenance Services
*M. Browne, Manager. Design Engineering
*B. Christiansen, Manager, Technical Services
H. Donnelly, Senior Engineer, Nuclear Licensing
S. Furstenberg, Associate Manager, Operations
W. Higgins, Supervisor, Regulatory Compliance

*G. Hall, Associate Manager, Health Physics
*S. Hunt, Acting General Manager, Nuclear Safety
*A. Koon, Manager, Nuclear Licensing
*K. Nettles, General Manager, Station Support
*H. O'Quinn, Manager, Nuclear Protection Services
*J. Proper, Associhte Manager, Quality ?.ssurance
*M. Quinton, General Manager, Engineering Services
J. Skolds, Vice President, Nuclear Operations

*G. Taylor, Gener ' Manager, Nuclear Plant Operations
*A. Torres, Associate Manager, Quality Control
*B. Williams, Manager, Operations

Other licensee employees contacted included engineers,
technicians, operators, mechanics, security force members,
and office personnel.

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms .nd initialisms used throughout this report are
listed in the last paragraph.

2. Plant Status.

The plant operated at or near 100 percent power throughout
the-inspection period. On April 13, 1992, power was reduced
to 86 percent for three hours to recover deaerator storage
tank. level after a feedwater heater dump valve inadvertently
opened which diverted feedwater to the main condenser. From
April-6 to April 18, 1992, there were indications of a
ground in the circuitry that supplies DC power for the main
generator field. The source of the ground was narrowed down
to the #4 rectifier bank. During troubleshooting efforts,
which included cleaning the rectifier bank, the ground
indication went away. The exact cause of the ground was not
determined. Throughout this reporting period, reactor
building sump inleakage increaseo. The source of the
leakage was determined to be secondary plant water from the
"B" steam generator upper manway. The licensee plans to
stop the steam leak by the sealant injection method.
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Other inspections or meetings:

* On April 13, 1992, members of the regional staff
conducted the formal EDSFI exit interview with the
licensee.

* Ellis Merschoff, Deputy Director, DRS, was onsite
April 13, 1992, to meet with the resident inspectors
and attend the EDSFI exit.

3. Monthly Surveillance Cbservation (61726)

The inspectors observed surveillance activities of
safety-related systems and components listed below to
ascertain that these activities were conducted in accordance
with license requirements. The inspectors verified that
required administrative approvals were obtained prior to
initiating the test, testing was accomplished by qualified
personnel in accordance with an annroved test procedure,
test instrumentation was calibrated, and limiting conditions
for operation were met. Upon completion of the test, the
inspectors verified that test results conformed with
technical specifications and procedure requirements, test
results were reviewed by personnel other than the individual
directing the test, any deficiencies identified during the
testing were properly reviewed and resolved by appropriate
management personnel, and the systems were properly returned
to service. Specifically, the inspectors witnessed / reviewed
portions of the following test activities:

e Engineered Safety Feature (ESP) slave relay test for
train "A' (STP 345.040) The inspector noted that test
lamp and test switch designations in the procedure
differed from the labels on the safeguards test panel,
in that the labels on the cest panel only had the last
three digits of the designations listed in the ,

procedure. The technicians performing the test had to
verify with the I&C supervisor that this difference in
designation was acceptable. While the difference in
designations did not result in any problems performing
this surveillance, there was some initial confusion with
I&C personnel concerning the labeling. The licensee has
indicated that the labeling in the safeguards test panel
will be enhanced to exactly match the procedure.

Step 7.8.12 of the procedure requires verification that
white test lamps, DS8073 through DS8075, are energized.
The inspector noted that the technicians only verified
test lamps DS8073 and DS8075. The technicians admitted
that they had misread this step and failed to verify

i test lamp DS8074 was energized. Subsequently the
| technicians verified that DS8074 was energized. The
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inspector noted that later in the procedure another
technician, other than the technicians actually
performing this test, is required to independently
verify that system restoration has been performed
properly. Based on this independent verification, the
insnector felt that the error in not completely
pe? ' arming 7.8.12 had minimal safety significance. The
licensee indicated that the procedure will be changed by
listing individual items rather than using the word
"through", in an attempt to eliminate any future
accidental omissions. Also, other STP's would be
reviewed to determine if similar improvements are
warranted,

o Quarterly ISI test of the "A" chilled water pump and
associated check valves (STP 229.001)

e Monthly operability test of "A" emergency diesel
generator (STP 125.002),

e Monthly testing of "A" emergency diesel generator
support system pumps and valves (STP 225.001).

e Charging pump and diesel generator slave relay testing
(STP 105.016).

* Bi-weekly leak detection setpoint determination for the
reactor building sump inleakage monitoring program
(STP 114.003)-.

* Monthly operational testing of N42 power range detector
assemrly (STP 302.039).

With the exceptions noted for the ESF slave relay test, all
observed tests were performed in accordance with procedural
requirements and demonstrated acceptable results.

4. Monthly Maintenance Observation (62703)

Station maintenance activities for the safety-related
systems and components listed below were observed to
ascertain that they were conducted in accordance with
approved procedures, regulatory guides, and industry codes
or standards and in conformance with TS.

The following items were considered during this review:
that limiting conditions for operation were met while
components or systems were removed from service, approvals
were obtained prior to initiating the work, activities were
accomplished using approved procedures and were inspected as
applicable, functional testing and/or calibrations were

,
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performed prior to returning components or systems to
service, activities were accomplished by qualified
personnel, parts and materials used were properly certified,
and radiclogical and fire prevention controls were
innplemented . Work requests were reviewed to determine the
status of outstanding jobs and to ensure that priority was
assigned to safety-related equipment maintenance that may
affect system performance. The following maintenance
activities were observed:

e Troubleshooting and repair of circuit breaker XSW1DB2
05A for "C" chill water pump (MWR 9203391). Initially,
the licensee believed the closing springs would not
charge due to misalignment problems. Later it was
identified that a defective set of auxiliary conta-ts
prevented charging cf the springs, While processing the
NCN, a concern was raised with the sequence of the
events for replacement of the contacts and the NCN
engineering disposition to address the repair work.
Based on a verbal understanding between engineering and
the electricians, the contacts were replaced prior to
issuing the NCN disposition. A subsequent review of
this work activity by licensee management concluded that
poor judgement was used by supervision to allow the work
to be performed in this sequence. The inspector was
informed by plant management that SAP 1141,
"Nonconformance Control Program", would be revised to
clarify the instructions for NCN processing and to
prevent any future misinterpretations. Based on
observation of work activities and subsequent
discussions with licensee personnel, the inspector
concluded that the breaker repair effort was not
adversely affected by the problems in processing the
NCN. However, the inspector noted that the NCN program
should be consistently applied.

e Measurement of flow for "B" train of the chill water
(VU) system (MWR 92N0027). Due to recent information
which questioned the methodology of initial setup of the
Controllotron flow measuring device and the
corresponding degree of accuracy, the licensee re-
measured VU flow rates. Both the Contro110 tron
ultrasonic flow measuring device and the differential
pressure from the installed flow orifices were used in
the flow verification. Based on the results of these
flow measurements, the licensee verified that previous
flow measurements were within the assumed range of
accuracy; therefore, components served by VU flows
remained operable.
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* Installation of new access doors in the service water
pump house ventilation duct (MWR 21132-001 and 002).

* Preventive maintenance on the Limitorque actuators for
CCW valves XVB9524B, 9525B and 9626 and safety injection
valve XVG8877B and 8886. These tasks involve visual
inspections and lubrication of the actuators and
assessment of lubricant quality.

* Replacement of rubber spacer material for tubing and
piping clamps on the "B" emergency diesel generator (MWR
92M3047). Due to a previous concern on the spacing of
supports for EDG tubing, engineering performed an
inspection of the EDGs to assess the condition of the
supports. During this inspection engiaeering identified
several supports that required repair. The inspector
observed these repair efforts for "B" EDG. The
instruction to perform these repairs was provided per
NCN 4456. A paragraph in the NCN stated, "In general
any copper tubing should have a rubber spacer between it
and the steel support / clamp."

While observing the repairs, the inspector identified
copper tubing with stee] supports that did not have
rubber spacers. The licensee added new rubber spacers
for these supports on the "B" EDG. For "A" EDG, which
did not have the spacers in similar locations, the
licensee accepted this condition on a temporary basis
until the next "A" Train maintenance work week. The
spacers were subsequently installed on "A'' EDG. The
inspector questioned the licensee on he significance of
the missing spacers and the potentiaA of other copper
tubing not having rubber spacers. In response,
mechanical maintenance personnel inspected the
accessible portions of copper tubing on the EDGs. No
other examples of missing spacers were identified. The
inspector was informed that the primary function of the
rubber spacet is to prevent engine vibration at the
support from damaging the copper tubing. In addition,
the licensee stated that the 18 month preventive
maintenance procedures will be revised to inspect the
supports and rubber spacers for all copper tubing / piping
on the EDGs.

e Cleaning of the "A" EDG lube oil cooler (PGG1 92T0170).
The licensee had noticed decreasing performance of this
heat exchanger based on heat transfer from the lube oil
to service water. The tubes were water lanced as a
precautionary measure prior to the summer months which
have elevated service water temperatures. The inspector
observed a large amount of silt removed but did not see

_ _
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any significant corrosion products or biofouling.
During a subsequence test, an approximiate 50 percent
increase in performance was noted,

e Inspection and testing of 480 VAC breaker XSW1DA1 04C
(PMTS P0149847). Electricians noted damaged insulation
on a conductor for the solid state trip device. They
believed that the damage was on the insulation only and
recommended repairing the insulation. The QC inspector
that was brought in for concurrence felt that there was
some damage to the conductor wire itself and therefore
the damaged section of the conductor was removed. The
inspector felt that the QC involvement was a strength,

o Troubleshooting and repair of spurious actuations of "A"

EDG annunciator window 8-4 (MWR 9203239).

A strength was identified with QC involvement in resolution
of a circuit breaker deficiency. Inconsistent application
of the NCN process was provided f or a separate circuit
breaker repair effort.

5. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

a. Plant Tour and Observations

The inapectors conducted d'ily inspections in the
following areas: control room staffing, access, and
operator behavior; operator adherence to approved
procedures, TS, and limiting condit_ons for operations;
examination of panels containing instrumentation and

1

l other reactor protection system elements to determine
that required channels are operable; and review of
control room operator logs, operating orders, plant
deviation reports, tagout logs, jumper logs, and tags;

on components to verify compliance with approved'

| procedures.

The inspectors conducted weekly inspections in the
following areas: verification of operability of
selected ESF systems by valve alignment, breaker

|
positions, condition of equipment or component (s), and

I operability of instrumentation and support items
essential to system actuation or performance.

Plant tours included observation of general
plant / equipment conditions, fire protection and
preventative measures, radiation protection controls,
physical security controls, plant housekeeping

| conditions / cleanliness, and missile hazards.

__ ____ _
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The inspectors conducted biweekly inspections in the
following areas: verification review and walkdown of
safety related tagout(s) in effect; observation of
control room _ shift turnover; review of implementation
of the plant probicm identification system; and
verification of selected portions of containment
isolation lineup (s).

Selected tours were conductud on backshifts or
weekends. Inspections included areas in the cable
vaults, vital battery rooms, safeguards areas,
emergency switchgear rooms, diesel generator rooms,
control room, auxiliary building, cable penetration
areas, service water intake structure, and other
general plant areas. Reactor coolant system leak rates
were reviewed to ensure that detected or suspected
leakage from the system was recorded, investigated, and
evaluated; and that appropriate actions were taken, if
required. On a regular basis, RWP's were reviewed and
specific work activities were monitored to assure they
were being conducted per the RWP's.

b. Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) Function in
,

Alarm

During a tour of the control room, the inspector noted
the containment critical safety function was in it's
alarm condition (yellow color code) for the SPDS. The
alarm for this parameter should not come in unless
radiation levels in containment exceed one rad per
hour. Actual--rad levels in containment were2

significantly below this-alarm setpoint. This was
indicated by the radiation monitor panels in the
control room,_ which were not-in alarm and had
negligible readings. The licensee indicated that the
cause of.tSe SPDS alarm was a combination of noise in
the circuit and the utilization of a one to five volt
range for the isolation amplifier in the circuit. - With
a one to five volt range, a one volt input results in a
one rad per hour output. Therefore if the noise in the,

!. circuit reaches one volt the computer for SPDS will

L indicate one rad per hour, which is the alarm setpoint.
|

The licensee indicated that_this problem had existed
,'

since. November 27, 1991. Licensee management was aware
,

of the problem and had directed engineering to evaluateL

possible hardware changes and possible setpoint
changes. On May 1, 1992, two days after questioning by
the inspector, the licensee changed the setpoint from
one rad per hour to two rad per hour, thereby clearing

. .. _ -. _ __ _ .. .- _
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the alarm and. removing this. distraction from the
operators. It appeared to the inspector that this
setpoint change could have been made in a more timely
manner considering the incorrect yellow indication
could be a distraction to the operators when using SPDS
during accident mitigacion activities. However, the

! licensee manager nt felt their response to res tve this
issue was commensurate with the safety significance of
this issue.

c. "B" Steam Generator Manway Leak

Throughout the inspection period there were indications
,

of increasing reactor building sump levels, indicative ;

of a leak in the reactor building. The leak rate
varied between 2.5 and 3.2 gpm. Samples of the RB sump
inleakage indicated that the source of the leak was
secondary fluid; either feedwater, S/G blowdown or
steam due to the concentration of ammonia, which is
normally present in secondary fluid. A reactor
building entry revealed that the source of the leak was
at the "B" steam generator upper manway. The licensee
determined that this leak did not pose any operability
concerns. The biggest impact of the leak was the
amount cf waste water generated. The ability to
process the water is not challenged as long as the leak
remains less than 6 gpm. The licensee intends to
repair the leak at 100 percent power-using the sealant
injection method. Tne licensee determined that a
significant reduction in dose, associated with this
work, would not be gained by reducing power due to
existing fuel defects. With fuel defects, the activity .

associated with iodine sharply increases with power>

reductions. The inspectors will closely follow the
repair efforts.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Action on Previous Inspection Findings (92702)

(Closed) Violation 395/90-06-01, Example B, Failure
to follow procedure for positioning and
verification of valves associated with
instrument air for EFW remote operated
valves.

Violation 395/90-18-01, Failure to follow
procedure for positioning and verification
of valves, which led to the isolation of ,

1

chill water flow to the "B" Component

:

!
|
|

1
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Cooling Water (CCW) pump motor.

Violation 395/90 21 01, Failure to maintain
correct position of steam drain valves for |;

'

the EFW pump turbine.

These three exampl w " mispositioned valves occurred within
a six month time perici (February, 1990 to July, 1990).
Similar corrective action was provided for the three ,

violations with the exception that corrective action for the
subsequent violation was more detailed and comprehensive,
corrective actionu included training of all operating shift
personnel to stress the requirements of 4.ndependent
verification and procedural compliance, enhanced labeling of
plant equipment, entering additional valves into the'

licensee's locked valve program, and changes to surveillance '

test procedures to include repositioning instructions for ,

all val /c" that are manipulated during a test. The
inspector noted that the new identification labels are a
significant improvement over the previous equipment
identification tagu. Also, the inspectors nave noted an
increase in the awareness and responsibili' associated with

,

independent verification by operators caring component
manipulations. Since the implementation of these corrective
actions there have been no significant occurrences of
mispositioned components.

7. Exir Interview (30703)

The inepection scope and findings were summarized on May 4,
1992, with those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The
inspectors described the areas inspected and discussed the
inspection findings.

Ne direenting comments were received from the licensee.
The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the
materials provided to or reviewed by the inspectors during
the inspection.

8. Acronyms and Initialisms

CCW Component Cooling Water
l' DC Direct Current

EDG Emergency Diesel Generator
EDSFI Electrical Distribution Systen Functional Inspection

: EFW Emergency Feedwater
ESF T.:gineered Safety Feature
GPM usllons Per Minute'

I&C Instrumentation and Control
ISI Inservice Inspection

i

!
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LER Licensee Event Reports
MWR Maintenance Work Request
NCN Nonconformance Notice
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Co mission
NRR Nuclear Reactor Regulation
PMTS Preventive Maintenance Task Sheet
QC Quality Control
RB Reactor Building
RCS Reactor Coolant System
RWP kadiation Work Permits
SAP 4tation Administrative Procedure
SPDS Safety Parameter Display System
SPR Special Reports ,

STP Surveillance Test Procedures {
TS Technica] Specifications

'

VAC Voltage Alternating Current
VU Chill Water
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